readability, reliability and credibility, and about creating an attractive yet transparent vehicle that carries the content and delivers it smoothly and seamlessly to readers.
As various aspects of production, from copyediting to compositing, are outsourced to vendors, production values overall have dropped. With rising domestic labor costs, cheaper labor is frequently sought overseas, often at the expense of quality and personal attention to detail. Traditional production roles of publishers have been dispensed with altogether in a few cases: little or no copyediting is carried out, final proofreading is left to the author, and occasionally articles are printed exactly as they are accepted during the peer review process (version of record, not just the preprints). Having seen a few such papers, I can wholeheartedly say that we are not doing the scientific and research communities any favors by promulgating poor standards of communication and production value.
In short, from final acceptance to final publication, the production and composition process is all about quality control, and the first building block of production quality control is creating and maintaining a house style guide. House style guides run the entire gamut, from a simple list of instructions on what style to use for formatting references to explicit and detailed descriptions of fonts, column margins, and figure specifications to be used in compositing and layout. These can be roughly divided into front end and back end. The front end is usually attended to by one or many copywriters, copyeditors, and proofreaders, while the back end is typically implemented with a journal's printer. The style guide, or a derivative thereof, is also a resource for authors, often re-termed Author Guidelines. The more detailed the house style guide and author guidelines, the more easily the head production editor can answer questions or resolve disputes. Of course, absolute rigidity should be avoided. There is a time and a place for an exception to every rule! So what does happen after a manuscript is accepted for publication? The first step in the production process is typically ensuring that all of the submitted materials meet those house standards and styles and that everything necessary is present and accounted for. This is usually carried out as soon as a paper is accepted in order to catch any problems that were overlooked during the review process. In fact, there is a strong argument to be made for incorporating this step into the editorial review process that occurs before acceptance. Peer reviewers, and frequently even editors-in-chief, are not necessarily looking at whether house standards, particularly for visual items such as figures and tables, are being met. Their concern is rightly the scientific content as opposed to the container. Particularly in small scholarly societies publishing independently of any larger publishing house, these roles are often filled by volunteers who have a limited amount of time. The production editor may be the only member of the editorial team paying attention to the container as opposed to its contents.
If there are any problems with a manuscript and its associated files, the author must be contacted and new materials must be obtained. However, once a manuscript enters the production flow, the clock starts ticking on the countdown to a variety of production deadlines. Working with authors quickly and efficiently becomes crucial. This is where diplomacy and communication skills really come into play: acquiring the necessary materials from authors in a timely manner can sometimes be next to impossible. The best way to avoid this deadline predicament is by having the production editor review all materials before final acceptance. Any problems found can be fixed before the manuscript enters the production stream. This extra step can save a great deal of time and headache, especially for manuscripts from foreign countries or those accepted right before holidays.
The materials that require preliminary review include the following:
Tables: Usually, tables are set within articles to match house fonts and styles. Therefore, they should be provided by the author in a format that can be edited, such as a spreadsheet or a word processing document. A table that is submitted as an image must often be retyped by hand, or at the minimum, time must be spent reformatting after extracting data from an image, such as a PDF. Tables should be checked for glaring errors such as an unusually large or small value compared to other values, missing captions, or other anomalies.
Figures: Figures should be in an acceptable file format and resolution, and they should match (at least roughly) the style of the journal. Are the fonts big enough? Are they going to be readable when they are scaled to the size at which they'll be published? Is the information presented in a clear and concise manner? Does the figure contain extraneous material that wastes space? Is it compact? All the figures should also have a consistent internal style, i.e., the same font style and size should be used in each figure. This produces a much more professional final appearance. ISMTE recently produced an excellent guide to figures that can be found at http://www.ismte.org/Figures. It is well worth a look. Even seasoned veterans of production processes may find something new there that will be helpful. Odds and Ends: In this first check, there are a number of other things that should be reviewed. Has the author provided all the necessary contact information? Are the references formatted according to individual journal style? Is the information in the references complete? Mathematical equations should be set as a live language such as Microsoft Equation Editor or Design Science MathType and not as images. Equations must almost always be reformatted to some degree in order to meet high industry standards and avoid confusion. Unless you have a strong background in mathematics, it is worth keeping a reference book handy to learn about the proper format for setting published math. For instance, the difference between bold, italics, and Roman face can frequently mean the difference between a vector, a variable, and a constant.
Following verification that all the necessary materials are present, the real work begins: the copyediting. There has been some debate with the advance of digital and selfpublishing about the value of copyediting. However, good copyediting does more than correct spelling or punctuation or even grammar errors: copyediting takes valuable content and makes it more readable, accessible, and credible. The best science in the world will not reach the readers if the language is so convoluted and dense, or downright incorrect, that it cannot be comfortably read and comprehended. Some readers will give up in frustration halfway through an abstract. Other times, the actual meaning of the sentence is lost (is it a into b, or b into a??). Further, information that has passed through the hands of a competent copyeditor carries a weight of authority: it has been vetted and approved. While some publications have moved to outsourcing copyediting, this service ideally needs to remain quality controlled in-house by a subject-matter expert. There is no substitute for someone who intimately knows both writing and the field written about.
Once the substantive and technical copyediting is done, manuscripts are typically sent along to the press for compositing. This involves converting the text to the right format and laying out the figures and tables. Most compositing and layout used to be done by hand, in house. It involved cutting and pasting physical bits of text and images and assembling them on light boards. Now, in this age of digital publishing, this task is now usually carried out using sophisticated press-run composition engines. The output of these programs, a ''paged'' proof, is checked and adjusted by hand where necessary. In an electronic, primarily paperless, workflow, these paged files are then converted to PDF and sent to the authors and the editor as galleys. The production editor carefully proofs all the outsourced work: Are the figures and tables in logical placements with regard to where they are mentioned in the text? Are the figures sized correctly? Is the reproduction quality, especially of color, good? Have the tables been accurately translated and laid out? Have any errors crept in during typesetting, primarily with regard to symbols and math? Have all the house rules been followed (i.e., hanging indents, centered versus flush left captions, reference lists)? The devil is in the details, and the details seem almost limitless! The production editor also manages all the corrections and approvals sent by individual authors. Anyone who has worked on collating and incorporating author corrections knows what a delicate process this can be. There are authors who don't respond immediately and must be reminded to submit changes or approvals. On the other end of the spectrum, some authors see the galley stage as an opportunity to rewrite their paper, clean up style, and even change their presentation, sometimes requesting dozens or even hundreds of changes. Some authors request changes that are not actually grammatically correct, and egos must be minded as the author is told the request is not reasonable or possible.
Sometimes a serious error has been made in data or in mathematical equations, at which point the production editor must determine whether the manuscript needs to be sent to the editor-in-chief for approval or possibly even back to full review. Such difficulties are compounded by the everpresent deadlines: at this stage of production, excessive changes or the necessity for further review can cause a paper to be moved to a later issue or can delay the publication schedule of an entire issue. If tables of contents have already been set or pagination has been started, this can cause upheavals in the entire process. However, inaccuracy is not an option. Correcting content errors before publication is an essential part of maintaining a reputation as a quality journal. Any content errors caught after publication must be published in errata or retractions, which carries a heavy price in terms of excess publishing costs and integrity. Therefore, having set procedures for dealing with such contingencies can greatly reduce the amount of stress they cause.
It is also important as a production editor to be aware of differences in compositional costs with the press or other compositor. Is it cheaper to make all the stated corrections on one page? Or is it cheaper to have the page, or even the whole article, reset? How will repositioning or resizing figures effect the bottom line? Does it require extensive reflowing of text? Is the compositor charging by the page or by the job? Are there base costs or ceilings to be aware of? While each of these charges can be small individually, they add up, and part of the production process is to keep an eye on these charges.
Once the galleys have been revised, incorporating author changes and corrections, a second round of proofing begins. Every change that was requested by an author or by the production editor needs to be carefully checked against the original galleys. Other errors can also slip in at this stage. Sometimes when text is reflowed, lines are lost between pages. Sometimes tables or figures are not properly repositioned. Any remaining pages requiring correction go back to the press for another round of revisions.
Finally the last check begins: headers, footers, pagination, checking the table of contents against pagination and article titles. If the journal has advertisers, the production editor must ensure the advertising is properly laid out. Any updates to the masthead, sponsor lists, or other recurring material should be made. The volume and issue numbers must be checked, the cover must be checked, even the page range printed on the spine must be checked! The details that require final checks can sometimes seem endless, but each element contributes to the overall quality and reputation of a journal.
Once the material has been checked, rechecked, and checked again, it can finally be put to bed. The presses start to roll, covers and signatures are printed, cut, and bound, and the issue is processed for shipping. Another issue is out of the production editor's hands and on its way to mailboxes and institutions all over the globe. Of course, if you're an electronic-only publisher, you probably heaved a sigh of relief an entire paragraph ago! The publishing world is changing at an astounding rate: nearly paperless production, desktop publishing, HTML content, rich metadata, social networking, on-line repositories, open access initiatives. Technology in all fields has been changing at an exponential rate, and STM publishing has been no exception.
However, in the end, traditional publishers large and small hold one major advantage over the flood of unregulated content available online: quality. That quality comes from the peer-reviewed content and it comes from the composition and production values of a journal. Rather than outsourcing in an effort to improve the bottom line at the expense of quality, careful consideration should be made regarding the values of your organization and the values of your readership. We are not in the business of producing pulp fiction or churning out content to support banner ads and revenue. We are stewards of scientific research, repositories of human knowledge and advancement. Our content should be treated with respect and handled with care. It becomes a part of the scientific record, a lasting legacy. As editors, we have a hand in shaping that legacy into something of which we can be proud.
